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I agree with the changes made in line with my earlier suggestions.

Line 533

However, re-writing parts of the article has introduced a few editorial issues which the authors can be entrusted to address prior to publication:

Line 83: delete the full stop in the middle of the sentence

Line 87: delete the full stop after "Australia"

Lines 147 to 195: delete the semi-colon after the sub-titles

Line 216: replace "experiences" with "experience"

Line 238: replace "Language" with "language"

Line 265: adjust placement of the last comma in the sentence

Line 329: replace "works load" with "work load"

Line 339: add "in" after "difficulties"

Line 361: replace "studies" with "study"

Line 363: delete ")"

Line 388: replace "was" with "were"

Line 415: delete "an"

Line 425: delete comma after "their"
Line 432: delete "in"

Line 445: replace "works force" with "workforce"

Line 463: replace "make" with "making"

Line 533: replace "FMS" with "FMGs"
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An article of importance in its field
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Needs some language corrections before being published
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